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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a low rate speech codec ���� kb�s�
based on a sinusoidal model applied to the excitation
signal� A frame classi�er in combination with a phase
dispersion algorithm allows the same model to be used
for voiced as well as unvoiced and transitional sounds�
The phase dispersion algorithm signi�cantly improves
the perceived quality for all frame classes resulting in
more �natural	 reconstructed speech� Informal MOS
testing indicates that the ��� kb�s SEC system achieves
MOS scores close to the existing � kb�s standards �dif

ferences up to ��� on the MOS scale� and signi�cantly
better than the existing ��� kb�s LPC
�� standard �dif

ference of �� on the MOS scale��

� Introduction

Recently� toll quality has been achieved at � kb�s with
relatively high complexity CELP systems� However� for
rates around � kb�s and below� speech coding in the
spectral domain has recently shown potential for better
speech quality than the existing CELP based codecs ���
�� ��� Spectral domain coders try to reproduce speech
magnitude spectra rather than the precise details of the
speech waveform�
Spectral coding of speech is usually based on a sinu


soidal speech production model� The sinusoidal model
was applied directly to the speech signal in Multi Band
Excitation �MBE� ��� and Sinusoidal Transform Coding
�STC� ���� Time Frequency Interpolation �TFI� uses
a CELP codec for encoding unvoiced sounds� and the
equivalent of a sinusoidal model applied to the excita

tion signal for encoding voiced sounds ����
This paper presents Spectral Excitation Coding

�SEC�� a speech coding technique based on a sinusoidal
model applied to the excitation signal� The model is
used for voiced as well as unvoiced and transitional
sounds� The spectral excitation magnitudes are quan

tized and transmitted� while the corresponding phases
are synthesized at the receiver based on a small number
of transmitted parameters� The excitation synthesized
by the sinusoidal model is applied to a synthesis �lter
based on short
term linear prediction of the speech sig


nal� The parameters of the synthesis �lter are trans

mitted as quantized Line Spectral Pairs �LSP� using a
multi
stage vector quantizer�

� System Description

Figure � shows a block diagram of the ��� kb�s SEC
system� Once each �� ms frame� the speech spectral
envelope is estimated using tenth order LPC analy

sis� The coe�cients are converted to line spectral pairs
and quantized once per frame using the tree
searched
multi
stage vector quantization scheme presented in ����
The �� LSP coe�cients are encoded using �� bits each
frame� We have found that using a �
stage� � bits�stage�
MSVQ with � candidates results in a robust VQ with
low spectral distortion� The quantized coe�cients are
then transformed back into LPCs and used in the short

term �lter which computes the excitation signal� The
�lter coe�cients are updated using LSP interpolation
every � ms

The excitation signal is analyzed over  ms subframes
�giving � subframes per �� ms frame� in order to com

pute estimates for three parameters once per subframe�
the fundamental period �pitch� P � the phase dispersion
factorD�� and the harmonic spectral magnitudes �y� De

tails of the estimation and the de�nition of the disper

sion factor will be presented below�
The excitation signal is reconstructed at the decoder

using the sinusoidal model

�e�n� �
LX

k��

�yk�n�cos ��k�n� ���

where �yk are the reconstructed harmonic magnitudes
and ��k are the reconstructed phases� The reconstructed
excitation is applied to the inverse short
term �lter to
obtain the reconstructed speech signal �s�n��

� Parameter Estimation and Quantization

Every subframe� the pitch period P is estimated
from the unquantized excitation signal� e�n�� using an
autocorrelation
based method� The optimal pitch pe
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Figure �� Block Diagram of SEC System

riod� P is given by

P � max
pl�p�ph

���p�� ���

where

��p� �

PLp����
n��Lp��

e�n�e�n � p�qPLp����
n��Lp��

e��n � p�
���

and pl and ph are the minimum and maximum possible
pitch periods respectively� For � kHz sampled speech�
pl � �� and ph � ��� are used� Although the pitch
must be computed every  ms because it is required for
estimation of the phase dispersion factor �see below�� it
is quantized only once every � ms using a �
bit scalar
quantizer� Values for unencoded subframes are obtained
by linearly interpolating between quantized pitch values�
Sinusoidal coders are particularly sensitive to errors

in pitch estimation and produce large artifacts when
the pitch contour is discontinuous during segments with
steady voicing� To improve subjective performance of
SEC� a pitch tracking algorithmwas developed which at

tempts to identify voiced regions during which the pitch
is changing slowly� When the algorithm determines that
the pitch is being tracked during steady voicing� any
large deviations in the estimated pitch period are as

sumed to be pitch errors� and the open loop pitch esti

mate is modi�ed to be within close range of the previous
pitch values�
Figure � shows an example of how the pitch tracker

smooths the pitch contour during voiced speech� In
�g���a�� a speech segment containing only voiced speech
is plotted� The pitch estimates without and with the
pitch tracker are plotted in �g���b� and �c� respectively�
The areas where the pitch tracker has corrected bad
pitch estimates are shown in grey�
The SEC phases� ��k� are synthesized at the receiver
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Figure �� Example of pitch contour obtained from
voiced speech segment with and without the pitch track

ing algorithm

using
��k � ��k ���k ���

where ��k are the predicted phases� ��k are the phase
residuals� and k is the harmonic number� In order
to avoid transmission of phase information� the pre

dicted phases� ��k� are synthesized at the receiver us

ing a quadratic interpolation procedure introduced by
Almeida ��� Listening tests show that if interpolation
is used for the predicted phases� setting the phase residu

als� ��k� to zero results in encoded speech which sounds
buzzy during unvoiced segments and sometimes sounds
robotic or unnatural during voiced segments� If� on the
other hand� the receiver randomly assigns values to the
phase residuals using a uniform distribution between ��
and �� the unvoiced speech sounds natural while the
voiced speech sounds whispered or breathy�



Based on these two extremes� a model was developed
in which direct quantization of the phase residuals is
replaced by

��k �

�
� � � k � hc
U����� ��� hc � k � K����

��

where hc is the cuto� harmonic �de�ned below�� K����
is the number of harmonics for the current subframe�
U��a� a� is a uniform random variable de�ned over the
interval �a 	 	 	 a� and � is a parameter which modi�es
the range of the randomized phase residual�
Experimentally� it was found that a good approach

for obtaining the cuto� frequency uses the fundamental
frequency� ��� and is given by

hc �

���
��

� if D� � Dl

K���� if D� � Dhh
�D��Dl�
�Dh�Dl�

i
K���� otherwise

���

where D� is de�ned as the phase dispersion factor� and
Dl and Dh are heuristically determined parameters� In
SEC� D� is computed based on the normalized auto

correlation at the pitch lag given by eqn� ���� during
strongly voiced frames� D� is close to one� and during
strongly unvoiced frames� D� is close to zero� Note that
when quantization of the phase residuals is replaced with
the model de�ned above� D� must be quantized and
transmitted to the receiver�
During subjective testing with phase dispersion as de


�ned above� the reconstructed speech for male speakers
was often described as being too breathy indicating that
the phase vector for male speakers contained too large
a random component� Analysis showed that for male
speakers� ��p� tends to be lower� probably due to the
longer pitch periods� To improve subjective quality� the
upper distortion limitDh was made to be dependent on
the pitch period according to

Dh�p� �

��
�

�	� �� � p � ��
��	���p� �	� �� � p � ��
�	� �� � p � ���

���

where all constants were determined through experi

mentation� By substituting eqn� ��� into eqn� ���� it
can be seen that the cuto� frequency is higher for lower
pitch speakers resulting in fewer harmonics being ran

domized� Figure � illustrates the e�ect of the adaptive
dispersion equation by plotting the fraction of random

ized harmonics versus the dispersion factor for two dif

ferent pitch values of �� and ��� It can be seen� for
example� that when the phase dispersion factor is �	�
��� of the phases are randomized for a high
pitched
speaker with p � ��� but only ��� of the phases are
randomized for a low
pitched speaker with p � ���
Estimation of the excitation spectrum� �y� is performed

every � subframes �� ms�� The excitation signal is
windowed using a pitch
sized rectangular window and
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Figure �� E�ect of Pitch Period on Number of Random

ized Harmonics using Adaptive Phase Dispersion

PARAMETER Bits Updates Rates �bps	

Envelope LSPs 
� � ���
Pitch Period � 
 ���
Phase Disp� Factor � �VQ	 � 
��
Exc� Gain � 
 ���
Spectral Mags � 
 �

Total 
���

Table �� Bit Allocations for the ��� kb�s SEC Codec
using a frame length of ��� samples with �� samples
per subframe �SEC
v��

the magnitude spectrum is estimated using the Discrete
Fourier Transform �DFT�� Spectral estimates for inter

mediate subframes are evaluated by linearly interpo

lating between quantized log spectral magnitudes� For
speech segments which are not periodic� the system uses
a �xed value of P � ���� and the components of �y are
simply samples of the excitation spectrum taken at fre

quencies kFs
P where Fs is the sampling frequency� A
new variable
length vector quantization method called
Non
Square Transform Vector Quantization �NSTVQ�
��� is used to transform �y into a quantized� �xed length
vector �zq � Before quantization� the mean of the variable

length log spectra is removed and quantized separately
using � bits every � ms� The remaining normalized
vectors are quantized every � ms using NSTVQ with �
bits� The NSTVQ con�guration in SEC uses the DCT
II
transform and a �xed
dimension of M � ���
Table � shows a summary of the bit allocations for

the ��� kb�s SEC codec�

� Performance Evaluation

The performance of the ��� kb�s SEC system was eval

uated using an informal Mean Opinion Score �MOS�
test in which several speech codecs were used to encode
�� sentences�  from male speakers and  from female
speakers� Fourteen participants took part in the infor




PARAMETER Bits Updates Rates �bps	

Envelope LSPs 
� � ���
Pitch Period � 
 ��
Phase Disp� Factor � � ���
Exc� Gain � � ���
Spectral Mags � � ���
Total 
���

Table �� Bit Allocations for SEC
v� using a frame length
of ��� samples with �� samples per subframe�

Mean Opinion Score
System Rate �bps� All Male Female

IMBE ��� ��� ��� ��
FS ���� ���� ��� ��� ���
SEC
v� ���� ��� ��� ���
SEC
v� ��� ��� ��� ���
LPC
��e ���� ��� ��� ���

Table �� Mean opinion scores �MOS� results

mal MOS test and were asked to rate the quality of
each speech sample using a scale from � to  represent

ing a subjective quality of bad� poor� fair� good� and
excellent� This provides a total of ��� ratings for each
system� Included in the test was the existing ��� kb�s
LPC
��e standard� the ��� kb�s IMBE standard� and
the FS ���� ��� kb�s CELP standard�

Two SEC systems were included in the test� The
�rst� SEC
v�� is a previous baseline system operating
at ��� kb�s ���� The bit allocation for SEC
v� is given
in table �� The second system� SEC
v�� is an improved
version which was summarized in table �� As can be
seen from the two tables� the improved version uses a
VQ for quantization of the phase dispersion factor� The
use of a VQ makes it possible to encode the dispersion
factor every �� samples rather than every �� samples�
while using only half the rate� Further improvements
were made by reducing the frame length from ��� sam

ples to ��� samples� As a result� the pitch period can be
encoded at a lower rate� leaving more bits for spectral
magnitude encoding�

The results of the test are shown in table �� The
��� kb�s SEC
v� system scored within ��� MOS points
of the FS ���� CELP system operating at ��� kb�s� and
within ��� MOS points of the ��� kb�s IMBE standard�
The MOS di�erences were consistent for both male and
female speakers� The existing LPC
��e standard per

formed poorly on these sentences� obtaining an MOS of
���� The results also indicate that the quality of the SEC
algorithm was improved from the older baseline �SEC

v�� through the use of vector quantization of the phase
dispersion factor� a shorter frame length� and a higher
encoding rate for the spectral magnitudes�

In an attempt to determine how SEC might be im

proved� several people were asked to judge the quality

of the SEC
v� system in informal interviews� The most
common comment made was that the unvoiced sounds
were often unnatural and sometimes annoying� It is pos

sible that this problem may be alleviated through the
development of a more sophisticated phase dispersion
algorithm� A successful approach to unvoiced sound
synthesis was recently reported in ��� in which separate
spectral quantization codebooks were used for unvoiced
sounds in combination with rapid updates of the RMS
gain�
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